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Summary: James Rovano discusses the Italian life style in Laurium when he was 
a kid / 

Index Subject 

000-014 Where he lived when he was a kid 

014-025 Discribing the people that lived around him, mostly 
Italians 

025-039 Starting school and not speaking english 

039-057 Discussing his parents, his dad crossing the Atlantic 
seven times 

057-066 When they moved to Calumet 

066-079 Working in the mine (his father) 

079-084 His father moving into carpentry work 

084-100 When the depression came, what he did for a living 

100-120 Discussing some land that his father owned 

120-137 Discussing some Italian tales 

137-160 Talking about the law that abolished alcohol 

160-170 Discussing Italian habits in homes 

170-185 The animals people owned and the central pasture 

185-196 Making the food from the animals 

196-211 Buying a pig to make sausage 

211-230 Adding the wine to the pork 

230-244 Having salami, potatoes, and other vegtables in the 
basement 

244-278 Having soft coal in the basement, wood to heat the 
basement 

I 

278-295 Discussing the families Bat Quella 

295-303 Bat Quella making the wine for the Christopher Columbus 
Society 
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303-330 

330-346 

346-373 

373-443 

443-478 

478-507 

507-595 

595-000* 

000-018 

018-028 

028-070 

070-112 

112-156 

156-194 

194-258 

258-292 

292-311 

311-338 

338-351 

351-360 

360-410 

* Begin second side at zero 

Subject 

How the other nationalities felt about the Italian 
lifestyle 

Discussing the societies in Calumet 

Talking about the history of new Italian Mutual Benefit 
Society 

Discussing the ethnic grocery stores and how they 
catered to the people 

Discussing the language barrier 

Having Italian speaking masses 

The people coming from the same village in Italy 

Socializing with the other people in the town 

Relatives all being in the same town 

Discussing tools used in the vineyards 

Every household having fausettes 

Discussing the Italian stories his mother told when 
he was young 

Another fantasy his parents told him when he was 
young 

Telling stories about relatives back in Italy 

Telling a story about Piedmont and dividing property 

Discussing other families in the area 

Discussing the Quello family 

Discussing other Italian's/ Coppels 

Nothing 

Discussing his information 

Discussing the Italian dialect and trip to Italy 
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410-441 

441-450 

450-464 

Subject 

Discussing communicating with his Italian uncle 

Discussing his second trip to Italy 

Talking about Italians moving to American then 
moving back to Italy 


